What if your odometer measured your quality of life?

At Hyundai, our aim is simple: to make every mile of your journey special. With interior details that delight you, with intuitive technology that anticipates your needs, with safety features that always have your back. And with an ownership experience that makes things easy from the very start – and every step of the way.

It led us to introduce true innovations like 100% 5, our first all-electric vehicle. And it's our motivation for ideas like a Bird's-Eye View Monitor that displays live video in the instrument cluster from either side of the car & a Rearview Smart Parking Assist feature that magnetically notes your car's and your neighbor's parking spaces using your key. And a Hyundai Digital Display KeyTM that you can unlock with your phone, and use to start the vehicle.

Ensuring every modern convenience is as intuitive as it is innovative is a point of emphasis for Hyundai engineers, leading to Power to name Hyundai as the Most Innovative Tech Experience among Mass Market Brands 9 Years in a Row (2022-2023).

Our award-winning lineup of Hyundai cars, SUVs, electric and fuel cell vehicles is also backed by Hyundai Assurance – our promise to deliver quality on your terms. So whether you are shopping, buying or owning, you can rely on Hyundai to make things easy through every mile of your journey. No wonder more people who buy a Hyundai buy another – more than any other car at any price. That’s second to the 2022 Hyundai Santa Fe, our latest Design Generation model, which indeed Hyundai will in customer loyalty for the last 10 years in a row.

Our award-winning lineup of Hyundai cars, SUVs, electric and fuel cell vehicles is also backed by Hyundai Assurance – our promise to deliver quality on your terms. So whether you are shopping, buying or owning, you can rely on Hyundai to make things easy through every mile of your journey. No wonder more people who buy a Hyundai buy another – more than any other car at any price. That’s second to the 2022 Hyundai Santa Fe, our latest Design Generation model, which indeed Hyundai will in customer loyalty for the last 10 years in a row.
The first Hyundai engineered to be exclusively all-electric, IONIQ 5 combines what no EV has before—Ultra-modern design, Ultra-fast charging, innovative cabin space. And exceptional performance. With its pixel-inspired light clusters, standard roof and auto-retracting tail door handles, the 2022 IONIQ 5 is the nothing else on the road.

It’s one of the few EVs that can take advantage of a 350 kW DC Fast Charger, which can bring your battery from 10 to 80 percent charge in just 18 minutes. A fully charged IONIQ 5 can deliver over 330 miles of range — making trips to closed campuses a little less remote.

Want to bring some creature comforts from home onto the ride? IONIQ 5’s Hitched Vehicle feature: 

Loud (OBU) two-way onboard charger allows you to use an accessory external adapter or onboard outlet to power up your TV, wireless laptop or other home electronics simply by plugging into your EV’s 12V.

A powerful electric platform optimizes the space inside the cabin — nothing but a gas-powered allows for a flatter floor that opens up the interior. Step inside, and you’ll see how the intuitively designed dashboard and center stack — along with an available sliding center console and energy charging pad — give you more freedom, isn’t that what energy independence is all about?

So much room, so little clutter. IONIQ 5 has rear seats for two and extra passengers to enjoy or any vehicles to enjoy along with more passenger space. There’s also more cargo room. And enough space for those long trips out of town. The experience is even more enjoyable with the available 17.3-inch display screen — use the intuitive controls, the effort for navigation is minimal.
PALISADE
Our best Palisade yet.

Controlled as ever, the newly-redesigned 2023 Hyundai Palisade is downsized proportionally. A bold new face framed by sleek LED lights is just the beginning. Small details like the standard off-fluid paint offer big benefits. Implantable glass now allows you to take your Arsenal away from the front door windows, and the Full Display Navigation System is available for clear and understandable views at night — or when your Palisade is fully loaded.

Hyundai Smartstream, our suite of advanced safety and driver-assist technologies, contributes to your peace of mind! The 3-row Palisade is also available with features like a hands-free smart trunk, three-zone climate control, premium audio system, passenger ‘touch in-car intercom, and vehicle device charging’ and USB charge ports in every row that add to the high-end approach.

Even the way the parking is made easier in your Palisade. Included is a panoramic rearview mirror, a rearview camera, and a smart parking system that tells you when your Palisade is fully loaded.

The available side-by-side seating, which is unique to the Palisade, is designed to give you and your family the choice of either a four- or five-door Palisade. The interior is open and airy, with ample space for everyone to relax and enjoy the ride.

The Hyundai Palisade is a perfect blend of style, comfort, and functionality, making it the perfect choice for your family’s next vehicle. Whether you’re looking for a comfortable ride or a vehicle that can handle anything, the Palisade has you covered.

Ready for your journey.

The NTHA All-Wheel Drive system is available with both four- and five-door Palisade models. This system provides dynamic handling and all-weather capability, giving you the confidence to take on any terrain. Whether you’re driving through a snowstorm or navigating through a winding mountain road, the Palisade’s advanced all-wheel drive system will keep you safe and secure.

The Palisade is also equipped with a variety of features designed to make your drive as comfortable as possible. With heated and cooled seats, a premium sound system, and a Driver Assistance Package, the Palisade is the perfect vehicle for families on the go.

So why wait? Come see the 2023 Hyundai Palisade today and experience the comfort and functionality that make it the perfect choice for your family’s next vehicle.
SANTA FE

Make our award-winning SUV your prized possession.

Your search for the best SUV has led you here, to the Hyundai Santa Fe. Oprah once called the Santa Fe “the SUV of the future.” That vision remains true today. Kelley Blue Book’s KBB.com named Santa Fe a 2020 Best Buy Award winner, and Kelley Blue Book named the 2022 Best 2-Row SUV for the Money.

Once you’ve checked out the 2023 Santa Fe, you’ll understand why. It did well in IIHS evaluations. In addition to a robust safety of tech, it also offers a range of power options, starting with the base 2.5-liter turbocharged I-4 engine, and Santa Fe makes HTRAC AWD available across the lineup. With the Santa Fe’s 4WD, you’ll have the ability to conquer poor weather and road conditions, no matter the terrain. The Santa Fe is now available with a variety of safety and technology features that will keep you and your family safer and more connected on the go.

For those looking for an even more powerful and luxurious ride, the Santa Fe Trim levels are available. The Santa Fe has a 4.5-liter V-8 engine, making it the perfect choice for those who want to experience more. The Santa Fe is now available in a variety of trim levels, including the Limited, SEL, and Ultimate.

Stop off the gas. Images coming on roads without using any gas. Speed is key to making it. This is the perfect choice for those who want to make the most of their time on the road. The Santa Fe’s plug-in hybrid system will allow you to drive up to 30 miles on pure electric power.

Santa Fe Hybrid / Santa Fe Plug-In Hybrid

Kelley Blue Book KBB.com Best Buy Award Winner 2020 Hyundai SANTA FE Best 2-Row SUV for the Money 2022 Hyundai SANTA FE

HTRAC AWD Available. 2.5L I-4 engine (281 hp) / 4.5L V-8 engine (385 hp). 2022 Santa Fe 2.5L shown. 2022 Santa Fe 4.5L shown. Mileage estimates based on 2022 Santa Fe 4.5L. Actual mileage will vary. Power and torque are rated at 281 hp @ 5700 rpm and 251 lb-ft @ 4500 rpm for the 2.5L I-4 engine. Power and torque are rated at 385 hp @ 5500 rpm and 371 lb-ft @ 4500 rpm for the 4.5L V-8 engine. The 2022 Santa Fe Hybrid is assembled in Montgomery, Alabama. The 2022 Santa Fe Plug-In Hybrid is assembled in Ulsan, Korea.
Your best adventures begin here.

The new Hyundai TUCSON blends bold design and all-wheel drive into a capable SUV that’s ready for anything.

Since 2013, the TUCSON has been a favorite of drivers who want a family-friendly crossover that’s also fun to drive. And with the new TUCSON, Hyundai has taken it to the next level.

The TUCSON’s striking design features sharp lines and angles that give it a modern, yet timeless look. The front grille is large and bold, with LED headlights that add to the aggressive aesthetic. The LED taillights are also a highlight, with their distinctive “C” shape that runs from the rear fender to the tailgate.

The TUCSON’s interior is just as impressive as its exterior. The dashboard is sleek and modern, with a large touchscreen infotainment system that’s easy to use. The seats are comfortable and supportive, with plenty of legroom for both the driver and passengers.

One of the best features of the new TUCSON is its all-wheel drive system. This system automatically distributes power to all four wheels, providing better traction and stability in a variety of driving conditions. Whether you’re driving through wet or slippery roads, or tackling mud and dirt, the TUCSON will handle it with ease.

In addition to its all-wheel drive system, the TUCSON also offers a variety of advanced safety features, including forward-collision warning, automatic emergency braking, and lane-keeping assist.

Overall, the new TUCSON is a versatile and capable SUV that’s ready for anything. Whether you’re heading out on a family road trip or tackling a challenging off-road adventure, the TUCSON has you covered.

TUCSON

Best Compact SUV
For The Money: 2022 Hyundai TUCSON

Best SUV For The Money: 2022 Hyundai TUCSON

Best Plug-In Hybrid: 2023 Hyundai TUCSON Plug-in Hybrid
Live big. Leave a small footprint.

Three years ago, Hyundai Kona and Kona Electric SUVs shared the honor of Best North American Utility Vehicle of the Year®. What侦探ed this automotive media jury’s vote we’d managed to give Kona the mojo of a teensy SUV full in a compact form that’sארוך and fun to drive. Since then, Kona has added even more attitude with you owning non-extra, wheels and lighting elements that almost break your heart.

Kona offers you a choice of power sources. Kona Electric, our first all-electric SUV, features an EPA-estimated driving range of up to 259 miles on a full charge – so you can be plenty of venturing in every adventure. You can also opt for a Kona with the fuel-efficient power of a standard 2.0L or turbocharged 1.6L or 2.0L engine.

Behind the wheel, your sense of command and control starts with a high seating position and a tight turning radius. Kona also features multiple drive modes, which let you adjust the steering feel, transmission and even powertrain responsiveness at the push of a button.

Need a flexible space plan for passengers and cargo? Rear 60/40 split fold-flat seatbacks create the options, while a dual-level cargo floor helps keep everything neatly organized. Privacy Kona is where fun and functionality come together.

Kona limited stylish and Kona N variants. Kona chassis-related passing height makes Kona N Line (right) easier on the eyes, front grille, side skirt, side mirror w/wraps, aggressive lower air intake, dual outlet exhaust, dual chrome tips, 18" alloy wheels. All models have 10 airbags for maximum safety and security. Dual-chamber front airbag inflator (passenger side), dual-tube front passenger airbag. Depending on the model year, new safety features are available.
SANTA CRUZ
The perfect partner for all you do.

Park people-hauling, pet-toting, Hyundai Santa Cruz is a game changer that’s totally game for the ride ahead. It’s strong enough for whatever your weekend plans (but compact enough to comfortably fit into a parking space). Genuine Hyundai! Santa Cruz is a testament to the sportiness of a midsize crossover vehicle with the range capacity of an open road.

The availability of 3.5L EcoDrive™ All Wheel Drive elevates Santa Cruz’s fun factor when navigating a jeopardized campground. Together with the availability of a 2.5T turbocharged engine and a cargo bed design full of functional innovation, your adventure starts where the road ends.

No matter where you may roam, a vault full of technology helps you stay connected to your world. And helps you stay safe as well. An assortment of advanced safety and driver-assist features extend the 2023 Santa Cruz in a SAFETY FIRST ride when equipped with LED headlight.

When it comes to style, Santa Cruz is an understated all-star. Check out the costumized affect of LED Daytime Running Lights hidden within the prominent fenders of its grille. And the side mirror projected by the available 360° toy wheels. When it’s time to travel, Santa Cruz’s Light-sensing technology makes it an urban warrior, nimble in congested traffic and easy to park once you reach your destination.

Here it is, the 2023 Santa Cruz with available all-wheel drive. The perfect partner for all you do.
VENUE

Our SUVs are habit-forming.

With Venues sleek design, a spacious interior and available heated seats, it’s easy to see the attraction. Step inside, and Venue’s slim line front seating for five, and partly layered the window line. A sleek Apple CarPlay® and Android Auto™ interface takes a Venue’s standard 8” Touchscreen Display, or the voice command button on your steering wheel, to access your smartphone’s playlists, maps, text messages and more.

Get cargo in or gear out in peace Venue offers the flexibility of 60/40 split-folding rear seats. An adjustable rear cargo floor is also available for space savings. Slide open the available power rear tailgate, and Venue has your next adventure covered.

Ready to make tracks? Your Venue is, too. With a SmartShift 4AT, front-wheel drive and a six-speed manual, Venue offers you the choice Normal or Sport driving modes. When the road is slippery, Sure Mode offers enhanced traction control.

Venue is also available with a Windproof Collision Warning and Rear Cross Traffic Collision Warning, which can act so extra, so safe! Venue’s core safety engineering starts with a body constructed of advanced high-strength steel and zones designed to absorb and dispense impact, helping to protect you and your passengers inside the cabin.

Live large. Venue is the smallest SUV that packs a whole lot of living on an economical price. Like you Venue is ready to go. You can connect your devices with USB, Android Auto™ and Apple CarPlay®, and enjoy many of the features from the large touchscreen display front and center.

NEGO

Water + Air = Go.

It’s that simple. Hyundai NEXO, the world’s first fuel cell SUV, gets the efficiency to power the electric motor from a mixture of hydrogen fuel and oxygen from the ambient air. The efficiency of fuel cells means no limit on water.

NEXO offers two alternatives for how you go fuel cell. NEXO Blue features an EPA estimated 60 MPGe rating in the city and an estimated driving range of up to 365 miles – a benchmark for hydrogen fuel cell SUVs. NEXO Limited offers larger wheels, more amenities and an estimated driving range of up to 304 miles. Both models take about three minutes or less making NEXO practical and efficient. There’s no lengthy 85 plug-in times.

And despite all of the noise of a gas engine, the five-passenger NEXO is remarkably quiet, fine, from the exterior view, and it respects the padding of your right foot with a ‘touchable’ wheel – and the powerful threat of 235 hp of torque.

In NEXO’s sophisticated, intimate interior, exposed fibers are sparsely seen, and the headliner’s woven from burlap. The interior’s color ideas are extracted from byzantine and canal oil, and the wrap-around seating surfaces are organically based. In 5.4”-based materials were applied on 47 different components, all of which add up to a healthier planet.

Abroaders.

Push a button or your key fob, and you’re in motion. Smart Parking Assist features are only typically pack your NEXO with a premium package. This magic combines with a standard 1960’s-era parking system to keep you safely on the road.
SONATA
The one and only. Offered three ways.

When it comes to the mobile sedans that send you zooming, zoom trekking, and more safety, one name stands apart: Hyundai Sonata. In fact, Sonata has been on top of its game for so long, we now offer five distinct models: Sonata, Sonata Hybrid and Sonata N Line.

Every Sonata shares a storyline shape and eye-catching details. And every Sonata gets its ride and handling from a multi-link rear suspension that has you coasting with aplomb. An electronic push-button transmission lets your choice of four Smartstream engines, Sonata even, any you select how smooth it needs to be.

Inside, you can enjoy the four-seasons 12.3” digital dashboards front headrooms in all regions. RollOff materials come to match interior surfaces, inviting you to explore features like an available 12.3” digital instrument cluster you can personalize to suit your driving modes and preferences.

That’s also a 10.2” multimedia navigation system available with dynamic Google Navigation software, either route you reach the center of town, your favorite song, or change the short model and move using voice commands. Touch on Sonata’s available 630” digital interior system, and its Carson-GBPISV+ы and sound creates atmosphere effects so vivid, you’ll think you’re landing to the first place.

Road trip ahead
With its interior driving, Sonata frames even the smallest of turns with a precision for everyone involved. With a 2.4L, 4-cylinder engine, the Sonata is ready to take on the road with greater efficiency. The engine is coupled with a 6-speed automatic transmission, providing smooth and responsive performance. Sonata Hybrid offers a more fuel-efficient option with a 1.6L 4-cylinder engine paired with an electric motor.

The all-new Sonata features a sleek and aerodynamic design that is both stylish and functional. It offers a range of advanced safety features, including automatic emergency braking, lane keep assist, and adaptive cruise control. The Sonata also offers a variety of comfort and convenience features, such as climate control, power windows, and a premium sound system.

Available options include wireless charging, a panoramic sunroof, and a touchscreen navigation system. The Sonata is available in a variety of trims, each offering a unique set of features and personalities. Whether you’re looking for a reliable family sedan or a sophisticated luxury vehicle, the Sonata has you covered.
ELANTRA

Bold, bolder or boldest?
The choice is yours.

For decades, those looking for an exceptionally comfortable sedan have chosen Hyundai Elantra. In fact, with all it has going for it, the question isn’t “Why Elantra?” The question is “Why any other car?”

The Elantra Hybrid — named 2022 Best Hybrid and Electric Car of the Year by U.S. News & World Report — delivers a whopping 58 MPG工信部 combined MPG with ultra-low emissions. Elantra SE, SEL, and Limited models feature a 1.6-liter, gasoline engine and the high balance between striking performance and low operating efficiency.

Elantra N Line’s sporty looks and 1.6-liter Turbo engine offer you the power of pared-up performance, while Elantra N ups the fun factor with a new 2.0-liter Turbo powertrain. And no matter which one you choose, your Elantra will draw attention on looks alone thanks to its edgy diamond shapes, stylish lighting and inward cove-like profile.

Inside, Elantra’s modern interior is centered around an all-new 10.5-inch touchscreen — the largest in its class. It’s big on space, too, with class-leading rear-seat legroom and a total interior volume that is surprisingly big for a compact car. Available features like wireless charging, rear seats with a fold-down armrest and a large cargo room that makes your Elantra a remarkable versatile ride.
HYUNDAI N
Performance in a single letter.

The letter ‘N’ stands for Namyang, our global R&D facility. It is also a nod to the legendary Nurburgring track in Germany, the ultimate performance test – a single lap of the legendary road circuit is nearly as tough as the N array itself.

As the first N model, the KONA N is a high-performance compact SUV capable of handling the demands of summer. As a highly practical SUV, it’s just capable, period. And it’s got all the enhancements that make every Kona a joy to drive – including the signature cupcake and pops of the exhaust noise.

An Electronically Controlled Suspension allows our widest range of suspension settings ever on both modes. Use it for extreme track situations, or for that last stop in which case we can only guess the direction of your destination, N, right?

Hyundai’s performance
The Kona N and Kona N Turbo feature a 2.0-liter turbocharged engine delivering 256 hp and 295 lb-ft of torque. The suspension offers 20mm more travel and 27mm wider tires. Drive the Kona N and feel better.
Uncommon safety technology. It's just common sense.

Hyundai SmartSense is our suite of advanced safety and driver assistance technologies that help protect all from dangers on the road. And while many other car companies reserve their latest technologies for expensive option packages or higher trim levels, Hyundai makes many SmartSense features standard on its subcompact, compact, and midsize models. This ensures the safety features you want are always available for everyone. 

Hyundai SmartSense features like a Surround View Monitor and Blind Spot View Monitor are available to take the stress out of lane changes and tight parking maneuvers. That's even a Driver Attention Warning feature that monitors your driving patterns and issues audible and/or visual alerts if it detects driver fatigue or inattention. No wonder Hyundai has won more Total 10 Best Safety awards than any other brand over the past 7 years from IIHS, opting for standards that are optimal and essential. (as of September 2022)

**HYUNDAI SMARTSENSE TECHNOLOGY**

**Forward Collision-Avoidance Assist with Pedestrian Detection**

When your Hyundai's front camera and radar detect a vehicle or pedestrian in your path (based on certain conditions and equipped with sensors), your car will apply the brakes to help avoid a collision.

**Rear Cross-Traffic Collision-Avoidance Assist**

BeMon is a real-time parking assistant and monitoring whether there is a cross traffic coming near your vehicle. This feature helps prevent you from an accident by alerting you to vehicles that are approaching from the side.

**Safe Exit Assist and Rear Occupant Alert**

After parking, the Safe Exit Assist issues an alert when a vehicle is approaching from behind, and the Rear Occupant Alert may notify you if there are passengers left in the rear seats after the vehicle has been turned off.

**Blind-Spot Collision-Avoidance Assist**

If your Hyundai detects a vehicle in your blind spot while the turn signal is activated, this feature will apply the brakes to help prevent a collision. This feature will also help prevent a collision with a vehicle on your lane, even when your vehicle is stationary.

**Lane Following Assist**

Using your vehicle's front-facing camera to detect vehicles on the road, this lane following assist feature monitors other vehicles to help you maintain your lane. This feature can also help prevent a collision with a vehicle on your lane, even when your vehicle is stationary.

**Highway Driving Assist**

Acting as your copilot on highways, this feature is available to help keep your centered on your lane and maintain a set cruising speed and distance from the vehicle in front of it. If a vehicle enters your lane, this feature will automatically adjust for changing speeds and allow you to return to your lane.
The key to happiness isn’t a key. It’s an app.

What if Hyundai’s efforts to connect you beyond our award-winning vehicles included Bluetick®, a range of innovative technologies that enable remarkable connectivity between you and your Hyundai using the MyHyundai app with Bluetick, you can start your vehicle remotely, activate climate control from your office or whilst using your smartphone. Besides Bluetick®, you can also remotely check to see if you’ve left a door unlocked or a window ajar by consulting the app.

Download the available Hyundai Digital Key for your compatible smartphone, and your phone can unlock the front doors and start your Hyundai. You can assign digital keys to multiple drivers, who can open and lock remotely radio presets, seating and mirror preferences, and more.

INNOVATION
Our Rolling Laboratory.

What’s next for new standards for future high performance. The RN51s, like RN 9-5, is based on Hyundai’s new Stabia Modular Platform (H-MDP). In fact, RN 9-5 is the first E-chassised Rolling Lab, opening wide the possibility of a CVN mobility being reality.

With its weight distribution, a low center of gravity that improves cornering stability, and a high-speed braking system that maximizes braking force, the RN9-5 plays its role for transferring advanced technologies to our GV production models. It could even put our top-end exotics in an ultra-rare test—exclusive motorsports.

Because of Hyundai, the race to evolve the next generation of EV technology is now we intend to win.
Hope comes standard on every Hyundai. Each time we sell a Hyundai, a portion goes to Hyundai Hope On Wheels® to help find a cure for childhood cancer. Over the last 24 years, Hyundai Hope On Wheels has donated more than $200 million. Hope is our greatest feature. And it comes standard on every Hyundai. For more information, please visit HyundaiHopeOnWheels.org.

**America's Best Warranty**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Warranty Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>POWERTRAIN LIMITED WARRANTY</strong></td>
<td>10 YEARS 100,000 MILES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NEW VEHICLE LIMITED WARRANTY</strong></td>
<td>5 YEARS 60,000 MILES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ANTI-PERFORATION WARRANTY</strong></td>
<td>7 YEARS UNLIMITED MILES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>24/7 ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE</strong></td>
<td>5 YEARS UNLIMITED MILES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HYBRID/EV DIRECT ENERGY COMPONENTS</strong></td>
<td>10 YEARS 100,000 MILES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Complimentary maintenance includes Hyundai-approved oil and oil filter change (except for electric vehicles and fuel cell electric vehicles) plus tire rotation at normal factory-scheduled maintenance intervals for 3 years or 36,000 miles, whichever comes first. More frequent maintenance due to severe driving or conditions excluded. Offer valid only for new 2020-2023 Hyundai models purchased or leased on or after February 1, 2020. See your Hyundai dealer for further details and limitations.

**Hyundai Complimentary Maintenance**

Our commitment to Hyundai owners does not end with the transfer of keys. Wherever the road takes you, we have got your back with Hyundai Owner Assurance – an umbrella of services and benefits that includes America’s Best Warranty, 24/7 Roadside Assistance, innovative safety and car care features...and more.

See dealer for LIMITED WARRANTY details. Fuel economy estimated by EPA for comparison only. Mileage may vary. While the information contained in this brochure was correct at the time of printing, specifications and equipment can change. Feature comparisons based on competitor information available at the time of printing. No warranty or guarantee is being extended in this brochure, and Hyundai reserves the right to change product specifications and equipment at any time without incurring obligations. Some vehicles are shown with optional equipment. Specifications apply to U.S. vehicles only. Please contact your Hyundai dealer for current vehicle specifications. As part of Hyundai's commitment to a responsible environment, this brochure was printed using paper certified by the Forest Stewardship Council®. FSC® certification helps ensure that the highest social and environmental standards are met in the making of the paper we use, contributing to conservation, responsible management and community-level benefits for people near the forests.